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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system is described for minimizing engine torque distur 
bances that Would otherWise cause degraded drive feel by a 

vehicle driver. The system utilizes multiple torque transmis 
sion paths of a transaXle unit mounted to the engine. The 

system manipulates the torque transmitted by adjusting the 
clutches of multiple torque transmission paths so that the 
torque disturbance in the engine results in relatively constant 
vehicle drive torque. In one example, a potential torque 

increase at high speed and loW air?ow that may be cause 

using electronically actuated valves is compensated for 
using multiple paths of the transmission. In this Way, rela 
tively constant output torque can be maintained. 

5 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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METHOD FOR CONTROLLING CAMLESS 
ENGINE HAVING AN AUTOMATICALLY 

CONTROLLED TRANSMISSION 

This application is a continuation-in-part of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/230,746, ?led Aug. 29, 2002, having 
the same assignee, and Which is incorporated herein by 
reference in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a system and method for 
minimizing torque increases causes by high-speed engine 
operation. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Camless engines use a direct electro-mechanical actuation 
of exhaust and/or intake valves of the engine Without 
reliance on a mechanical camshaft. As a result, the cylinder 
air charge can be controlled by opening and closing valves 
at Will, providing bene?ts such as increased fuel economy 
due to reduced pumping losses, emission reduction due to 
the internal exhaust gas recirculation, improved loW end 
torque, and improved transient response. 

Unlike mechanically driven cams in engines, Where the 
throttle is used for charge and torque output control, intake 
valve closing (IVC) timing is typically adjusted to achieve 
the desired engine torque output. If the torque demand is 
getting loW, the engine demand for air is also getting loW and 
IVC timing is adjusted to force the intake valve to close 
earlier. 

HoWever, there is a disadvantage With such an approach. 
In particular, at high engine speeds and loW torque demand 
conditions, the time required betWeen opening and closing 
of the intake valve may become excessively small so that the 
actuators (that have a ?nite speed of response) can no longer 
deliver it. At these conditions, late intake valve closing 
strategy (With valve closing past BDC in compression 
stroke) can typically employed. In LIVC, more charge is 
draWn in than needed and then the excess is pushed back into 
the intake manifold by upWard piston motion. 

The inventors of the present invention have recogniZed a 
disadvantage With such an approach. Typically, the transi 
tion betWeen early intake valve closing (EIVC) operation 
and late intake valve closing (LIVC) operation as may be 
required as a result of the driver torque demand drop at high 
engine speeds is difficult to manage. When the air-fuel 
charge starts to be pushed back into the intake manifold from 
the cylinder, it disturbs the air-to-fuel mixture in the intake 
ports and affects in a dif?cult to predict Way the fuel 
evaporation and Wall-Wetting characteristics. Thus, devia 
tions in the exhaust air-to-fuel ratio, With the negative 
impact on catalyst performance and tailpipe emissions, may 
occur. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The above disadvantages are overcome by a system 
comprising: an engine having at least an intake valve in a 
cylinder of said engine; a valve actuation unit coupled to 
said intake valve; a torque transmitting unit having at least 
a ?rst and second torque transmission path coupled to said 
engine, With said at least tWo torque transmission paths 
having a clutch that affects torque of said respective path; 
and a control unit for controlling said torque transmitting 
unit and said valve actuation unit, said controller providing 
an indication of an engine torque output disturbance caused 
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2 
limitations in minimum opening of said intake valve, and 
adjusting a clutch parameter of at least one of the ?rst and 
second clutches based on an said engine torque output 
disturbance so that a vehicle drive torque is substantially 
unaffected by said torque disturbance. 
By using such a system, the engine torque output can be 

temporarily maintained at levels higher than the actual 
engine torque demand to enable the engine to continue in 
EIVC operation instead of transitioning into LIVC mode. In 
other Words, the difference betWeen the engine torque 
demand and actual torque output is managed by providing 
multiple transmission paths. At the same time transient 
air-fuel ratio excursions caused by EIVC to LIVC transitions 
and negative impact on emissions can be avoided. Note also 
that the need for LIVC operation occurs mostly during 
transients and is for short periods of time and, as such, the 
present invention is Well suited for such an application. 

The above advantages, other advantages, and other fea 
tures of the present invention Will be readily apparent from 
the folloWing detailed description of the invention and the 
folloWing draWings, taken alone or in combination. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the draWings: 
FIGS. 1 and 2 are a schematic vieW of an engine system 

having a transmission in accordance With one embodiment 
of the present invention; 

FIGS. 3, 4, and 6 are block diagrams of an engine control 
system in accordance With one embodiment of the present 
invention; and 

FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating early intake valve closing 
and late intake valve closing operating regions. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Turning ?rst to FIG. 1, there is shoWn a simpli?ed 
schematic diagram of an engine system 10 equipped With an 
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system 12. The engine 
exhaust has an upstream catalyst 14A and a doWnstream 
catalyst 14B. In the case Where engine 10 is a gasoline 
engine (either directly injected as shoWn, or port fuel 
injected), catalysts 14A and 14B can store oxidants (NOx 
and O2) When operating lean and release the stored oxidants 
When operating stoichiometric or rich. Alternatively, in the 
case Where engine 10 is a diesel, compression ignition 
engine, upstream catalyst 14A can be a diesel particulate 
?lter and doWnstream catalyst 14B can be a lean NOx 
catalyst such as an SCR catalyst. Alternatively, only a single 
catalyst could be used that operates both as a lean NOx 
catalyst and a particulate ?lter. 
A representative engine block 16 is shoWn having four 

combustion chambers 18. Each of the combustion chambers 
18 includes a direct-inj ection fuel injector 20. The duty cycle 
of the fuel injectors 20 is determined by the engine control 
unit (ECU) 24 and transmitted along signal line 22. Air 
enters the combustion chambers 18 through the intake 
manifold 26, and combustion gases are exhausted through 
the exhaust manifold 28 in the direction of arroW 30. 

To reduce the level of NOx emissions and increase fuel 
economy, the engine is equipped With an EGR system 12. 
The EGR system 12 comprises a conduit 32 connecting the 
exhaust manifold 28 to the intake manifold 26. This alloWs 
a portion of the exhaust gases to be circulated from the 
exhaust manifold 28 to the intake manifold 26 in the 
direction of arroW 31, denoted as Wegr. An EGR valve 34 
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recirculates the amount of exhaust gas recirculated from the 
exhaust manifold 28. In the combustion chambers, the 
recirculated exhaust gas acts as an inert gas, thus loWering 
the ?ame and in-cylinder gas temperature and decreasing the 
formation of NOx. On the other hand, the recirculated 
exhaust gas displaces fresh air and reduces the air-to-fuel 
ratio of the in-cylinder mixture. 

AsWirl control valve 80 adjusts position of the sWirl valve 
82 via control signal 84, sent from controller 24. This valve 
restricts air entering the combustion chambers, thereby 
creating different engine combustion burn rates. 

All of the engine systems, including the EGR 12, sWirl 
control valve 80, and fuel injectors 20, are controlled by the 
ECU. For example, signal 46 from the ECU 24 regulates the 
EGR valve position. Further, controller 24 also control 
ignition of the spark plugs 19 via a signal 90. 

In the ECU 24, the command signals 46, 90, and 22 to the 
EGR 12 actuator, the ignition coils/plugs, and the fuel 
injectors are calculated from measured variables and engine 
operating parameters by means of a control algorithm. 
Sensors and calibratable look-up tables residing in ECU 
memory provide the ECU 24 With engine operating infor 
mation. For example, an intake manifold pressure (MAP) 
sensor 50 provides a signal (P1) 52 to the ECU indicative of 
the pressure in the intake manifold 26. LikeWise, an intake 
manifold temperature sensor 58 provides a signal (Tm, or 
TEMP) 60 to the ECU 24 indicative of the intake manifold 
temperature. A mass air?oW (MAF) sensor 64 also provides 
a signal (Wth) 66 indicative of the compressor mass air?oW 
to the ECU 24. Further still, sensor 54 provides an indication 
of doWnstream catalyst temperature (TEMP) via line 56. 

Additional sensory inputs can also be received by the 
ECU along signal line 62 such as engine coolant 
temperature, engine speed, and throttle position. Additional 
operator inputs 68 are received along signal 70 such as the 
accelerator pedal position or other fueling request input. 

In one embodiment, engine 10 has a mechanically driven 
camshaft that actuates intake and exhaust valves. In another 
embodiment, engine 10 has an electro-mechanical actuator 
coupled to each intake and exhaust valve of the engine, 
knoWn as a camless engine. In this case, each actuator’s 
opening time, closing time, and even opening amount, can 
be controlled by the ECU 24. This timing is adjusted based 
on engine operating conditions and a driver request. 

Engine 10 is also coupled to a transmission, or transaxle, 
unit as shoWn in FIG. 2. FIG. 2 speci?cally shoWs an 
example of a layshaft automatic transmission 200. HoWever, 
as described beloW, any type of conventional automatic 
transmission having a variety of electronically controlled 
clutches and torque transmission paths can be used. Trans 
mission 200 is coupled also to differential 205. Differential 
205 is coupled to the drive shaft 207. Shaft 207 has tWo drive 
Wheels (210), Which link the poWertrain to the road 212. 

The example transmission 200 has a variety of transmis 
sion paths, shoWn in this example as paths n-1, n, and n+1. 
While only three paths are shoWn, any number of paths can 
be used. For example, n may be selected as 2, giving a total 
of four paths. 

Each path has a clutch (e.g., clutch n), Which is electro 
hydraulically controlled via controller 24. While an electro 
hydraulic example is shoWn, any type of electro-mechanical 
control could be used. Further, each path as a gear ratio (r) 
associated With it. In this example, the ratios are related as 
shoWn beloW: 
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4 
The engine and transmission control methods described 

herein apply to layshaft transmission, as Well as conven 
tional planetary gear type automatic transmissions, regard 
less of the type of fuel used. Thus, it is to be understood that 
references to gasoline engines are applicable to compression 
(diesel) ignition engines as Well, and vice versa. In addition, 
throughout the speci?cation, the folloWing notations are 
used in describing measured or calculated variables: 

N engine speed (RPM) 
MAP intake manifold pressure (MAP) (kPa) 
Wth mass floW rate (MAF) (kg/s) 
Wegr EGR mass floW rate (kg/s) 
Wf fuel mass floW rate (kg/h) 
AFR desired air/fuel ratio 
AFS stoichiometric air/fuel ratio (about 14.6) 
Xe‘gr EGR valve position 
In clutch output torque for clutch n 
(on clutch slip for clutch n 
pn clutch pressure for clutch n 
rn gear ratio for path n 
A1: torque disturbance (increase in engine 

torque) 

The disclosed engine control method can be implemented in 
a modular fashion With existing engine control schemes as 
shoWn in FIG. 3. 

Note that in one aspect of the present invention, Where 
engine 10 is a lean burn engine, engine torque disturbances 
related to air-fuel ratio changes are minimiZed. In particular, 
lean-burn gasoline engines operate With an air-to-fuel ratio 
lean of stoichiometry to improve fuel economy. The fuel 
economy improvements are obtained because the same 
torque output level can be maintained at a higher intake 
manifold pressure than for stoichiometric operation and, 
therefore, With loWer pumping losses. The strati?ed charge 
operation in direct injection gasoline engines enables very 
high air-to-fuel ratios, up to 50:1 and siZable reductions in 
the fuel consumption. This strati?ed charge operation is 
achieved via the late injection timing While the early inject 
ing timing can be used to effect a homogeneous fuel-air 
charge inside the cylinder. With the homogeneous charge the 
engine can be operated With the air-to-fuel ratio up to about 
20:1 With less fuel savings but over a Wider range of engine 
speeds and loads. 
As described above, the doWnstream catalyst 14B (and to 

some extent 14A) stores NOx during lean operation but as 
it becomes full its efficiency drops. To regenerate this 
ef?ciency, it is necessary to operate the engine With a rich 
air-to-fuel ratio for a feW seconds. This operation is referred 
to as purging the catalyst. The transition from lean air-to-fuel 
ratio to rich air-to-fuel ratio should be accomplished With no 
noticeable disturbance to the driver. If the vehicle is cruising 
steadily on a highWay, this means that the torque delivered 
by the poWertrain to the Wheels should be maintained at a 
relatively constant level. 
The present invention proposes a solution that does not 

require additional hardWare components (such as a CVT or 
integrated starter alternator), only the components of the 
standard automatic transmission. The present invention is 
based on the folloWing features in the example of a lean 
burn gasoline engine: 
a. Increasing the fueling rate (either instantaneously or in a 

ramp-like fashion) and changing the fuel injection timing 
as needed to transition to homogeneous combustion at a 
loWer air-to-fuel ratio for purge While keeping throttle and 
deviation of spark timing from MBT spark timing at the 
same settings as during the normal operation. This 
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increase in the fueling rate generates an increased torque 
output from the engine 

b. Appropriately controlling the poWer ?oW from the engine 
to the Wheels by engaging clutches of the automatic 
transmission so that no torque disturbance is passed to the 
Wheel. This How control is accomplished by engaging tWo 
or more clutches of the automatic transmission. 

c. Decreasing the fueling rate after the purge and appropri 
ately changing the fuel injection timing to return to the 
normal operation after the purge is completed. 
The advantage of the invention is that the transition into 

catalyst purge mode can essentially be enacted instanta 
neously and the air-to-fuel ratio can be modulated With fuel 
as needed for the most ef?cient purge. The torque distur 
bance from the engine is taken care of by engaging an 
additional clutch in the transmission. For example, in the 
aftertreatment con?guration of FIG. 1, the initial portion of 
the purge is concerned With purging upstream catalyst 14A 
and is done at a loWer air-to-fuel ratio than the air-to-fuel 
ratio at Which NOx is most ef?ciently purged out of doWn 
stream catalyst 14B. 

Note that, While the above description refers to the 
speci?c torque disturbance of a lean-burn gasoline engine, 
the method according to the present invention is applicable 
to other torque disturbances as Well. For example, any 
torque increase into the transmission can be diminished 
according to the present invention. I.e., in the case of a diesel 
engine With a diesel particulate ?lter (DPF), a problem is to 
light-off the DPF during regeneration. This can also be 
handled With the present invention. 

The present invention is described With a reference to a 
layshaft automatic transmission con?guration. HoWever, the 
underlying principles apply equally Well in the case of a 
more conventional, planetary-gear transmission. 

The layshaft transmission con?guration is shoWn in FIG. 
2, Where (Without loss of generality) it is assumed that a 
Hondamatic-type of a transmission Without a torque con 
verter is used With each gear (n) having one associated 
clutch “n” With a gear ratio rn, Which represents the torque 
ampli?cation from transmission input to transmission 
output, as describe above. Moreover, it is assumed that the 
vehicle is operating in gear n, Which is neither the top nor the 
bottom gear, i.e., it is someWhere in the “middle”. 

For example, suppose that the DISI strategy pre 
announces (possibly a feW seconds or less ahead) the intent 
to sWitch from a strati?ed to homogeneous mode during a 
positive Wheel torque operation (“poWer-on” case). Typi 
cally this may result in some engine net torque increase (AT) 
for a feW seconds or less. The effect of this torque increase 
on Wheel torque can be reduced or in an ideal case com 

pletely neutraliZed by applying an appropriate amount of 
clutch (n+1) torque. This situation is similar to the toque 
(exchange) phase in the case of (poWer-on) upshifts. Assum 
ing (Without loss of generality) that the engine speed does 
not change during this torque application, the required 
clutch (n+1) output torque "5M1 that is needed to cancel the 
effect of A1 at transmission output (or, equivalently, at the 
Wheels) is equal to: 

The required clutch output torque "5M1 can be generated 
by appropriately modulating the control pressure p applied 
to the clutch. Recall that the clutch output torque is primarily 
a function of control pressure p and, to a lesser degree of a 
friction coef?cient that in turn depends on clutch slip 00ml, 
temperature T and other factors. Note that the temperature/ 
thermal and related in?uence may be more important during 
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6 
the initial stroking (Which Would be more frequent for the 
present application), especially at loWer temperatures. To 
compensate for these viscous effects, an appropriate model 
or approximation could be used. Speci?cally, for any slip 
ping clutch With slip velocity u), the control pressure that 
need to be applied, p, can be determined from the expres 
s1on: 

Where A is the area of clutch friction surface, N5 is the 
number of friction surfaces, re is the effective radius of the 
clutch, p is the friction coef?cient, and "Ed is the desired 
clutch output torque. The "cf is the generaliZed Stribeck 
friction function of the slip, i.e., 

Where TS is the value of the torque at the so called breakaWay 
point, 005 is the Stribeck speed, 6 is the Stribeck factor, and 
bv is the normaliZed viscous friction coef?cient. 

Note that under the above assumptions, the torques from 
clutch n and (n+1) have the same sign at the transmission 
output, and the resulting torque reduction is obtained by 
virtue of the fact that a portion of the input torque is noW 
taken through a path With a smaller gain, i.e. rn+1<rn. In this 
sense, the clutch (n+1) can be seen as an actuator With a ?ner 
resolution. On the other hand, clutch (n-1) can serve as a 
large authority actuator since its output torque acts through 
a stronger gain rn_1>rn, and also the resulting output torque 
subtracts from clutch n torque due to the different direction 
of across-the-clutch slip betWeen clutches n and (n-1). 

In vieW of the above, the clutch (n-1) output torque 
increase that is required to fully counteract an input torque 
increase of (At) can be calculated by substituting (—rn_1) for 
rn+1 in Eq. 1 to yield: 

Note that due to the above sign change, the clutch (n-1) 
torque needs to increase much less than in the case of the 
(n+1) clutch, for the same input torque increase A's. For 
example, using the data for a knoWn transmission (r2=1.571, 
r3=1, r4=0.698) it can be calculated that the ratio of the tWo 
clutch torques When operating in the 3rd gear (i.e. n=3) is, 

from Which it can be seen that the required torque for clutch 
(n-1) is almost an order of magnitude smaller. 
One possible advantage of using clutch (n-1) is that the 

clutch energy dissipation is typically smaller than When an 
equivalent output torque effect is produced With the clutch 
(n+1). It can be shoWn that the ratio of the related tWo poWer 
dissipations is, 

Where the last result is obtained for the above knoWn 
transmission operating in the 3rd gear. It can be seen that in 
this case the poWer dissipation using clutch 2 amounts to 
only 22% of the poWer dissipated by using clutch 4. This 
Will result in corresponding fuel economy savings. In 
general, the clutch (n-1) Would be used When larger and/or 
longer duration torque reduction is required, Whereas clutch 
(n+1) Would be used for faster and smaller interventions 
(due to larger torque levels used here, the related clutch 
bandWidth Will also typically be larger). Obviously, the tWo 
could also be combined as appropriate. 
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The present invention contains a further provision of 
generating the control pressure to the additional clutch as a 
function of the difference betWeen measured engine speed 
and desired engine speed or measured Wheel speed and 
desired Wheel speed. This provision applies in the instances 
When purge is desired While at the same time the cruise 
control is active. Further provisions of this invention apply 
in a situation When a torque sensor is available in the output 
of the transmission. In this case, the control pressure to the 
additional clutch can be controlled as a function of the 
difference betWeen the measured and desired torque. 

Note that the present invention operates to change the 
path of the torque transmission, in variable amounts, 
betWeen paths With different gear ratios. HoWever, the 
present invention is not necessarily attempting to shift the 
gear ratios. For example, the gear ratio before and after the 
torque disturbance can be the same gear ratio, unlike a 
conventional “shift”, Where the gear ratio after application, 
or deactivation, of clutches is different. In other Words, the 
gear ratio of the transmission is the same before and after 
torque disturbance occurs. I.e., before the torque disturbance 
commences, and after is subsists (and the second torque 
transmission path is discontinued), the gear ratio can still be 
the same. 

Thus, according to the present invention, it is possible to 
minimiZe engine torque, or poWer, disturbances by using 
manipulating the torque transmit through multiple paths of 
an automatic transaxle. This manipulation is performed by 
adjusting the application of clutches in the transaxle, even if 
the transaxle is not shifting gear ratios, i.e., even When the 
present gear is to be maintained. 

In other Words, by applying multiple clutches, and adjust 
ing the clutch pressure (thereby adjusting hoW much torque 
is transmitted), it is possible to obtain relatively constant 
torque output at the drive Wheels even When engine torque 
is increasing signi?cantly. In this Way, the vehicle drive 
torque is substantially unaffected by the disturbance and the 
vehicle driver’s perception of the disturbance is minimiZed. 
For example, the variation in drive torque at the drive Wheels 
is less than 5 percent of the total drive torque, even With a 
signi?cant change in engine torque. 

Referring noW to FIG. 3, a routine describing operation 
according to the present invention is described. First, in step 
310, a determination is made as to Whether the catalyst purge 
mode is active. When the ansWer to step 310 is “no”, the 
routine continues to step 312 Where the fueling rate, the 
injection timing, the throttle angle, the spark timing devia 
tion from maximum torque timing (MBT) are set as required 
for normal mode operation to meet the driver’s torque 
demand. Then, in step 314, the routine engages the clutch 
end that is desired for a normal operation. 
When the ansWer to step 310 is “yes”, the routine con 

tinues to step 320. In step 320, the routine determines 
Whether the ?rst purging mode is completed. In other Words, 
the routine determines in step 320 Whether the ?rst, lesser 
rich air-fuel ratio operation to ?rst purge upstream catalyst 
14A is completed. When the ansWer to step 320 is “no”, the 
routine continues to step 322. In step 322, the routine 
increases the fueling rate as to loWer the air-fuel ratio to the 
desired rich value for purging catalyst 14A. When the 
ansWer to step 320 is “yes”, the routine continues to step 324 
and adjusts the fueling rate as to provide the desired air-fuel 
ratio for purging the catalyst 14B. 

Continuing With FIG. 3, the routine continues to step 326. 
In step 326, the routine adjusts the injection timing as 
needed to accommodate the loWer air-fuel ratio, While 
keeping the throttle setting and the spark timing deviation 
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8 
from optimum timing as in the normal mode of operation to 
meet the driver’s torque demand. Then, in step 328, the 
routine calculates the difference betWeen the required or 
demanded and actual torque from the engine (AT). In one 
example, the demanded engine torque is determined based 
on at least one of a driver demanded torque, desired idle 
speed control torque, desired cruise control torque, and 
desired traction control torque. Then, the routine continues 
to step 330. In step 330, the routine selects the clutch or 
clutches to apply. For example, the routine determines 
Whether to apply clutch n-1, or clutch n+1. For example, as 
described above herein, if fuel economy requirements are 
taken into consideration, then the clutch corresponding to 
the higher gear ratio is selected. Alternatively, if a larger 
torque disturbance is expected, then the clutch With the 
loWer gear ratio can be selected. From step 330, the routine 
continues to step 332. In step 332, the routine controls clutch 
pressure to the selected clutch path to compensate for the 
torque disturbance in addition to keeping the current clutch 
end engaged. 

Regarding step 332, note that after the torque disturbance 
subsides (A'tis less than a preselected calabratable amount), 
the modulation of the applied clutch (n-1, or n+1 as the case 
may be) is discontinued (i.e., the applied clutch is disen 
gaged and all torque is transmitted through the original 
torque transmission path, path n in this example). 

Another application of the transmission control method 
described above is to diesel engine particulate ?lter 
regeneration, referred herein as DPF regeneration. 
DPFs are an after-treatment component that deals With 

diesel engine particulates. The particulates are stored in the 
DPF during normal engine operation; but, When their 
amount groWs excessive (as detected by an increase in 
pressure drop across DPF), the engine management system 
regenerates the DPF by burning the stored particulates. 
The burn is self-sustaining once the particulates in the 

DPF are lit-off. To light-off the DPF, the exhaust temperature 
needs to be temporarily increased above a threshold value. 

In diesel engines achieving a suf?ciently high exhaust 
heat ?ux can be dif?cult, especially at loW engine torque 
outputs. It typically requires a combination of measures such 
as closing intake throttle, adjusting start of injection (SOI), 
and increasing idle speed. The light-off can be done easier at 
higher engine torque outputs. 
With the transmission control method described in this 

invention it is possible to temporarily increase engine torque 
output above the driver torque demand While removing the 
torque difference by the transmission action so that the 
vehicle operation is not affected and the vehicle driver and 
passengers do not take a notice. The increase in engine 
torque output via the increase in the fueling rate also 
increases the exhaust heat ?ux and therefore alloWs to 
light-off the DPF. 
As a result, the DPF light-off can be effected during loW 

driver torque demand phases Where it may otherWise not be 
possible Without excessive application of other measures. 

At part driver torque demand operation, the DPF light-off 
can be accomplished With conventional measures, but by 
combining it With the transmission control method of this 
invention it can be accomplished faster. 
The sequence of main steps can be summariZed as fol 

loWs: 
1. Request a regeneration of the DPF to be initiated based 

on pressure drop across DPF exceeding a pre-determined 
amount, 

2. Increase fueling rate to the engine to generate larger 
heat ?ux output from the engine, and 
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3. Control the transmission as described transmission to 
cancel the torque output increase as described in this inven 
tion. 

The amount of torque increase for DPF regeneration can 
be calibrated as a function of estimated exhaust gas 
temperature, or based on engine speed and load. In other 
Words, at loWer exhaust gas temperatures, a greater torque 
increase can be requested than at higher exhaust gas tem 
perature. The transmission is then controlled to minimiZe 
this torque increase as described in the equations above. 
Such a routine is noW described more fully With regard to 
FIG. 4. 

First, in step 410, the routine estimates the DPF storage 
state. This can be done based on the pressure drop across the 
?lter. Alternatively, a storage estimator can determine the 
amount of stored particulates based on engine and vehicle 
operating conditions such as the amount of particles 
generated, exhaust temperatures, and particulate storage 
capacity. Further, this estimate can take into account self 
started particulate regeneration. 

Next, in step 412, the routine determines Whether control 
action should be taken to regenerate the particulate ?lter. For 
example, When the pressure drop reaches a predetermined 
threshold (Which can vary With vehicle mileage, etc.). 
Alternatively, such action can be scheduled at predetermined 
intervals, or based on When the estimated amount of stored 
particles reaches a predetermined value. 
When the ansWer to step 412 is YES, the routine continues 

to step 414 Where vehicle operating conditions are 
determined, such as, for example: vehicle speed, engine 
speed, engine load, transmission state, exhaust gas 
temperature, etc. These values are then used in step 416 to 
calculate the desired torque increase required to commence 
regeneration. For example, the variables can be mapped to 
provide the required torque increase for a given conditions 
that Will generate a high enough exhaust gas temperature to 
start particulate ?lter regeneration. 

Finally, in step 418, the routine then adjusts engine 
operating conditions to increase torque output to the desired 
level calculated in step 416. This can be done by adjusting 
fuel injection amount, reducing EGR, or adjusting injection 
timing. Further, as described above, this can be combined 
With throttling to generate additional heat. Also, the trans 
mission clutches are then adjusted as described above to 
provide multiple torque paths for the engine torque to reach 
the drive Wheels. In this Way, the effect on the drive Wheels 
(of the engine torque increase) is minimiZed. 

Yet another aspect of the present invention relates to 
camless engine technology, Where at least one of an engine 
intake and/or exhaust valve is electronically (e.g., electro 
mechanically) controlled. In this case, engine air?oW is 
controlled primarily via the intake valve closing (either early 
or late). If the torque demand becomes loW, the engine 
demand for air is also becomes loW and IVC timing is 
adjusted to force the intake valve to close earlier. HoWever, 
at high engine speeds and loW torque demand conditions, the 
time required betWeen opening and closing of the intake 
valve may become excessively small so that the actuators 
(that have a ?nite speed of response) can no longer deliver 
it. 
At these conditions, late intake valve closing strategy 

(With valve closing past BDC in compression stroke) is 
typically employed. In LIVC, more charge is draWn in than 
needed and then the excess is pushed back into the intake 
manifold by upWard piston motion. See FIG. 5. The transi 
tion betWeen early intake valve closing (EIVC) operation 
and late intake valve closing (LIVC) operation as may be 
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required as a result of the driver torque demand drop at high 
engine speeds is dif?cult to manage. When the air-fuel 
charge starts to be pushed back into the intake manifold from 
the cylinder, it disturbs the air-to-fuel mixture in the intake 
ports and affects in a dif?cult to predict Way the fuel 
evaporation and Wall-Wetting characteristics. Thus, devia 
tions in the exhaust air-to-fuel ratio may occur Which may 
cause degraded catalyst performance and tailpipe emissions. 
Note also that the need for LIVC operation occurs mostly 
during transients and is for short periods of time. 
The present invention therefore uses the transmission 

control method described above, Where the engine torque 
output can be temporarily maintained at levels higher than 
the actual engine torque demand to enable the engine to 
continue in EIVC operation instead of transitioning into 
LIVC mode. 
The difference betWeen the engine torque demand and 

actual torque output is managed by the transmission action 
described above so that any disturbance to the vehicle 
operation is minimiZed and the driver/passenger does not 
take notice. At the same time, transient air-fuel ratio excur 
sions caused by EIVC to LIVC transitions and negative 
impact on emissions can be avoided. 

This aspect is described beloW With speci?c reference to 
FIG. 5, Which shoWs the different operating regions of the 
EIVC and LIVC as a function of engine speed and engine 
torque. FIG. 6 describes a routine for implementing the 
method according to the present invention. 

First, in step 610, a determination is made as to Whether 
late intake valve closing may potentially be required. For 
example, based on engine speed and load. Alternatively, this 
can be determined by monitoring intake valve closing 
timing, engine output, or other such parameters. When it 
may potentially be required, a determination is made in step 
612 Whether the torque increase that may occur (e.g., if 
LIVC is not utiliZed) can be compensated for by adjustment 
of the transmission clutches as described above, either alone 
or in combination With other methods such as adjusting 
injection timing, adjusting EGR amount, etc. 
When the ansWer to step 612 is NO, the routine continues 

to step 614 to adjust timing from early to late intake valve 
closing (LIVC). OtherWise, in step 616, the transmission 
clutches are then adjusted as described above to provide 
multiple torque paths for the engine torque to reach the drive 
Wheels. In this Way, the effect on the drive Wheels (of the 
engine torque increase) is minimiZed. In addition, other 
methods for minimiZing this torque increase can be used in 
combination With the transmission adjustment. 

Note that there are various alterative embodiments of the 
present invention. For example, a torque converter can be 
placed betWeen the engine and the transmission, so that the 
engine is coupled to the transmission through a torque 
converter. 

We claim: 
1. A system, comprising: 
an engine having at least an intake valve in a cylinder of 

said engine; 
a valve actuation unit coupled to said intake valve; 
a torque transmitting unit having at least a ?rst and second 

torque transmission path coupled to said engine, With 
said at least tWo torque transmission paths having a 
clutch that affects torque of said respective path; and 

a control unit for controlling said torque transmitting unit 
and said valve actuation unit, said controller adjusting 
a clutch parameter of at least one of the ?rst and second 
clutches When an intake valve opening amount reaches 
a minimum opening amount to reduce an engine torque 
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output so that a vehicle drive torque is substantially a torque transmitting unit having at least a ?rst and second 
unaffected by a torque distllfbance- torque transmission path coupled to said engine, With 

2- The System of Claim 1 wherein Said intake Valve said at least tWo torque transmission paths having a 
Opening amount reaches Said minimum Opening amount clutch that affects torque of said respective path; and 
When the engine is operating in a high engine speed and loW 
engine output torque condition. 

3. The system of claim 1 Wherein said torque transmitting 

a control unit for controlling said torque transmitting unit 
and said valve actuation unit, said controller adjusting 

unit is an automatic transmission a clutch pressure of at least one of the ?rst and second 
4. The system of claim 1 Wherein said valve actuation unit Clutches When said intake valve Opening reaches a 

is an electro-mechanical actuator. 10 minimum opening amount to reduce an engine torque 
5- ASYSKIIII, COIIIPIiSiHgI output so that a vehicle drive torque is substantially 
an engine having at least an intake valve in a cylinder of unaffected by a torque disturbance, said adjusting 

Said engine; occurring during a predetermined interval at high 
a valve actuation unit coupled to said intake valve, said engine speed and loW engine output. 

actuation unit receiving an electrical signal for control- 15 
ling actuation of said intake valve; * * * * * 


